


This curriculum for a workshop on Earthquake Hazard Mitigation
Programs at the Community Level was prepared by Martha Blair,
William Spangle and Associates, Inc. with Robert Reitherman, The

Rei th'erman Company.

The curriculum consists of slides and an accompanying narrative.
It is presented in four sections which may be used as a single
unit or separately. Each section describes mitigation of a
different earthquake hazard: surface fault rupture, ground
shaking/hazardous buildings, landsliding, and liquefaction. -

The slides are numbered in pencil at the top and keyed to numbers
in the left margin of the narration. Roman numeral "I" is used
to identify the workshop. Arabic "I" identifies the section on
fault rupture; "2" identifies the section on ground
shaking/hazardous buildings; "3" identifies the section on

landsliding; and "4" identifies the section on liquefaction.
Each paragraph in the narration is given one of these section
numbers followed by a decimal point with the number after the
decimal point indicating the paragraph. Each slide is keyed to
the text by section and paragraph number. Where more than one
slide is used to illustrate a paragraph, lthe slides are

designated "a", "b", "c", etc.
)\..I

Additional materials describing earthquake hazard mitigation
approaches and programs are available from the ~ay Area Regional
Earthquake Preparedness Project to supplement the information
presented in the narration and slides.

l~J
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MITIGATING FAULT RUPTURE HAZARDS

title
title: (MITOOO2

(MITOOOIy
Mitigating Fault Rupture Hazards

1.0 The movement on faults that produces earthquakes often
ruptures the surface of the earth. The "problem" occurs
when structures are located on a fault. It is difficult
and expensive to design structures which can withstand
surface rupture without failing. Avoiding construction
across the relatively small areas that are subject to this
hazard is the primary means of mitigation.

title: What Is the Problem? (MITOOO3f
aerial of San Andreas through Daly City

a.
b. MITOOO4

There are 10 active faults in the San Francisco Bay Area
capable of damaging movement. From west to east they are:
San Gregorio, San Andreas, Hayward, Maacama,
Healdsburg-Rogers Creek, Green Valley and Concord,
Antioch, Greenville, Calaveras

1.1

(MITOOOSmap of Bay Area faults

The risk from fault rupture depends partly on the way the
fault moves in an earthquake. As shown in this diagram,
movement can be mostly horizontal (strike slip), vertical
(either normal slip or reverse slip), or some combination.
Each type of fault movement may leave its distinctive mark

on the landscape.

1.2

a.
b.
c.
d.

diagram of types of fault movement {MITOOO6)
buckled pavement--San Fernando 1971 (reverse slip) {MIT0007)
shack--Dixie .Valley, Nevada 1954 {normal slip) (MITOO08)
woman & mol~itracks--San Andreas 1906 (strike slip) {MITOO09)

A fault is not just a line, but a zone with varying width
depending, in part, on the kind of movement expected. The
fault zone is typically wider for reverse slip and normal
slip faults than for strike slip faults. The major Bay
Area faults--San Andreas, Hayward and Calaveras--are all

strike-slip faults.

1~3

(MITOOlOaerial of San Andreas zone through Peninsula
photo looking north along zone (MITOO11)

a.
b.

1.4
Buildings astride a fault that ruptures are likely to be

severely damaged. In the 1906 San Francisco earthquake,
270 miles of the San Andreas fault ruptured causing
displacement up to 20 feet. In the 1868 Hayward
earthquake, 30 miles of the fault ruptured with

displacement up to 3 feet.



a.
b.

house damaged by fault rupture--San Fernando 1971
offset fence--San Andreas 1906 (MITO013) (MITOO12)

1.5 Structures which are not directly across a fault may be
damaged from ground shaking, but will not necessarily
be damaged because of fault rupture. Structures and their
occupants which are set back even a short distance from a
fault have a good chance of survival.

Skinner Ranch, 01ema 1906 (MIT()014

1.6 Gradual fault movement called "creep" causes damage to
structures. Movement along the Hayward fault averages a
few centimeters per year. Hollister experiences
continuing problems from this slow non-seismic fault
movement.

curb offset in Hollister (MITOC

1.7 Fault rupture can be a serious problem even where no
structures are built across the fault. Natural drainage
is particularly affected by fault movement. This shows
features called sag ponds. These and similar ponds can be
found at several locations along the San Andreas fault.
The Crystal Springs reservoir, shown here, is located In a
valleyalong the fault. This offs~£ in an orchard
emphasizes the point that fault movement can disrupt
virtually any use of land.

a.
b.
~-

(MITOO16sag,ponds b~hind the ~equoias in Portola Valley
aerl.al of Ci;ystal'Sprl.ngs (MITOO17)
offset in orchard (MITOO18)

1.8 The problem of fault rupture has probably been more fully
addressed by local governments in the Bay Area than any of
the other earthquake hazards.

title: What Has Been Done? (MIT,OO19)

9 Active faults have been mapped for the San Francisco Bay
Region by the US Geological Survey. More detailed maps (1
inch = about 1 mile) have been completed for most of the

region.

a.
b.

USGS regional fault map (MITOO20)
map of San Andreas "rift zone" in San Mateo County MITOO21)
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the seismic hazard in Hayward and presented
recommend~tions for reducing the risk. The report was
done by an interdisciplinary committee including planning
commissioners, city staff and experts from outside
organizations.

(MITOO28report cover

1.lS The report clearly identified the hazard of surface
rupture as a major one in the community. Fault traces
were mapped at scale of 1 inch = 1,000 feet and a corridor
including the traces and 50 feet on either side. was
delineated. The corridor is declared an area of high
seismic risk.

Map of Hayward Fault Zone showing 1868 rupture
(MITOO29)

1.16 The report recommended adoption of a zoning combining
district for the fault zone. Before the Council acted on
the proposed zoning combining district, the Alquist-Priolo
Act was passed by the state legislature and the city moved
to implement that act. The recommendations for the fault
corridor, which are consistent with th~ Alquist-Priolo
Act, are:

~ a) require proof of adequacyof construction in fault
zone as judged by building official, Director of Public
Works or separate Board of Examiners' consisting of
qualified professionals
b) require soils and engineering reports with
applications for ,all structures except single family
houses and duple~eS.
c) prohibit al,l buildings for human occupancy and
emergency use whds'e proposed location is over an active
fault trace.

Hayward fault zo~e, recommendations (MITO 30

7 These provisions and the Alquist-Priolo requirements deal
effectively with the problem of new construction within
the fault zone. However, the problem of existing building
in the zone remained a difficult one. Among other uses,
city hall, the police station, a fire station and a
hospital were in the fault corridor.

old city hall (MITOO31
fire station (MITOO32)
hospital (MITOO33)

a.
b.
c.
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1.lB In part, to reduce the risk, Hayward built
city-center complex a few blocks from the Hayward
outside of the fault zone. City hall and the
station were relocated to the new complex.

a new
fault,

police

new city hall MITOO34)

1.19 In 1975, motivated mainly by a need for economic
revitalization of downtown, Hayward began a redevelopment
project in an area including the fault zone. .Geologic
studies, including trenching, were commissioned prior to
deciding land uses in the fault corridor. Based on- the
studies, the California Division of Mines and Geology
redrew the boundaries of the Special Studies Zone.

picture of trenching (MITOO35

1.20 The redevelopment plan attempts to balance a variety of
objectives. To reduce the risk of fault rupture damage,
much of the fault zone is planned for parking and streets.

More intensive development is planned outside of the
corridor, especially at the city-center complex. The 1868
fault rupture is the middle pink line; the other two pink
lines are the boundaries of the fault corridor. Parking
lots are shown in yellow, open space in green, public
facilities in purple and the new city center complex in

.1blue.

diagram of redevelopment plan (MITOO36

1.21 Since the plan wa~ adop~ed, most of the parking lots have
been obtained, sqme buildings have been upgraded and
street improvements, particularly on B street have been
made. However, pressure for economic growth in the area
has led to compromises. A fire station and hospital are
still in the fau~t zone along with the u.s. Post Office.
Future use of the old city hall is still under discussion.

parking lot in downtown Hayward
scene of B Street (MITOO38)
U.S. Post Office (MITOO39)
old city hall (MITOO40)

a.
b.
c.
d.

(M 0037

1.22 The greatest reduction in risk has probably come about as
a result of a shift in economic activity away from the
older downtown area to the city-center complex--Plaza
Center. This center includes commercial and office
buildings and condominiums in addition to the new city
hall. Bit by bit, the use of the fault zone changes. It
is difficult to achieve really signifi-can-t risk reduction
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zones unless other objec ivesin already developed fault
are also met in the process

Plaza Center sign (M
view of Plaza Center

a.
b.

'0041 )

MITQ042

1.23 Mitigating fault rupture problems is relatively
straightforward. The state provides the framework in the
Alquist-Priolo Special Studies Zone Act. Avoidance is the
key mitigation measure in undeveloped areas; redevelopmentin the already developed areas. .

(MITOO43What Can Be Done?title:

The most effective way to prevent damage to structures
from fault rupture is not to build across a fault. It is
difficult to design structures to withstand surface
displacement. No building could be designed and
constructed to survive fault movement of the magnitude
shown in this picture.

24

man standing in fault graben (MITOO44

The first step in mitigating fault rupture hazards is to
locate and evaluate the faults in your jurisdiction. This
is the task of geologists and seismologists and,
engineering geologists.

.25

steps in mitigating fault rupture hazards 45

,
I

Locating faults ~nd evaluating their potential
displacement cah be difficult particularly
unconsolidated soils which do not preserve evidence
past movement. The evaluation of faults should answer

following questio~s:

.26

1. Is'the fault active (i.e. shows evidence of movement in

last 10,000 to 11,000 years)?
2. What is the maximum probable earthquake on the fault?
3. How much displacement could occur?
4. What kind of movement (strike slip, reverse slip,
normal slip or some combination) is expected on the fault?
5. What is known about recurrence intervals?
6. How wide is the potential rupture zone?

(MITOO46list of questions

ding
ault

step is to identify land uses
in, near, and especially,

and bui
crossing

.27 The second
occupancies

for
in
of

the
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depends on land uses andzones. Vulnerability to damage
occupancies.

steps in mitigating fault rupture hazards (MITO 047 )

.28
Little, if any, attention to mitigation is warranted in a
situation like this. Here the San Andreas Fault crosses
the Carrizo Plains in southern California. This
inhospitable land is presently undeveloped and unlikely to
be developed in the foreseeable future.

0048San Andreas through Carrizo Plains (MI

the
the

San
San

different here where
through Daly City on

The situation is quite
Andreas Fault crosses
Francisco peninsula.

.29

(MITOO49San Andreas through Daly City

Lifelines and other linear facilities crossing the fault
zone need to be identified. Examples include pipelines,
water mains and aqueducts, highways, p,ower transmission
lines, bridges, tunnels and railroad tracks.

1.30

(MITOOSO)Hetch-Hetchy line crossing Hayward fault

Critical facilities in a fault zone need to be identified.
Post disaster functioning of the community depends on
survivalof critical. facilities. Failure could mean
inability to r~spond .effectively. Examples are fire
stations, hospit~ls, dams and power plants. Failure of
part of the Veterans Hospital and collapse of this
ambulance port occurred in the San Fernando earthquake.
Although in these cases damage was not a direct result of
fault rupture, ~1;lch facilities should not be built across

a fault.

1.31

a.
b.

collapse at Veterans Hospital (MITOO51)
collapse of ambulance garage--San Fernando 1971 (MITOO52)

located
fault
shown

Facilities with high and/or involuntary occupancy
in a fault zone should be identified. The Hayward
passes directly under the stadium at U.C. Berkeley

here.

.32

(MITOO53aerial of stadium at U.C. Berkeley
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.33 The third step is to assess existing risk from surface
fault rupture. This involves looking at the information
evaluating the hazard and the information describing
existing land use and occupancy to determine the exposure
of people and structures to hazards. Exposure can be
expressed qualitatively or quantitatively. Often it is
expressed as expected deaths and injuries as shown in this
table from a study of the San Francisco Bayarea. Here
estimates are made for two different earthquakes at three
different times of day. Exposure can also be expressed
in terms of damaged buildings, dollar loss, an.d service
disruptions. In any case, numbers do not remove the
fundamental uncertainties involved.

a.
b.

steps in mitigating fault rupture hazards (MITOO54)
deaths and hospitalized injuries--NOAA report (MITOO55)

1.34 The fourth step is to develop a program to reduce existing
exposure. This usually involves reducing the use and
occupancy in a fault zone. o Sometimes structural
modification can reduce risk, especially with lifelines.
Redevelopment is the primary means of reducing risk in
currently developed fault zones.

a.
b.

,
steps in mitigating fault rupture hazards (MITOO56
diagram of Hayward redevelopment plan (MITOO57)

.35
...

The fifth step is to prepare plans to avoid unnecessarily

increaSIng future exposure in the fault zone. This

involves consideration of the hazard in land use planning,

capital improv~ment- programming and development

regulation. ~fJ a fault zone is now in a non-intensive

use, actions shopld be taken to ensure that it remain that
way. ,

a.
b.

steps in mitigating fault rupture hazards
Peninsula s,cene looking across San Andreas

(MITOO58)
(MITOO59)

36 The areas affected by potential fault rupture are linear
and often mark topographic breaks in the landscape.
Limiting use of these areas makes sense from the point of
viewof mitigating earthquake hazards; it also often
makes sense from the point of view of preserving
interesting and beautiful open space areas. Good planning
involves looking at the positive uses of such hazardous
lands.

hikers on Black Mountain (MITOO60



title MIT 061)

In most earthquakes, ground shaking accounts for most of
the damage. Weak or seismically non-resistant buildings
can collapse when subjected to moderate to strong shaking.
The earthquake engineering proverb that "earthquakes don't
kill people, buildings do," is an apt description of what
may be expected in California earthquakes.

the Problem?title: What Is MITOO62)

of damag-ed

inga or the
Most people picture earthquakes
buildings like this commercial buil,
Olive View Hospital in San Fernando

in terms
ding in Coa

2.

damage to unreinforced masonry, Coalinga, 1983
damage to concrete frame, Olive View Hospital,

a.
b.

(MITOO63)
1971 (MITOO64

Fortunately, a small percentage of b'uildings in a given
cityor urban region are likely to actually collapse.
Scenes of widespread destruction of downtown San Francisco
after the 1906 earthquake, for example, are actually
portrayals of the catastrophic effects of the fire which
was caused by the earthquake, rather than the shaking
itself.

2.2

065)1906 (MISan Francisco panorama,

San
fires
brick

the

Lo .
If you look closely at this photograph taken in
Francisco just after)the e~rthqu~ke, but before the
had a chance to s~~ead, you w~ll note that many
buildings lost some! Jbricks and a few collapsed, but
city was not leveled by the shaking.

906 MITOO66)street scene San Francisco,

3.fter

:ity

ts
ri

Aerial photographs taken of Santa Barbara jus
1925 earthquake show a similar pattern. The
whole was not severely damaged.

:l.q

~s

192 Maerial photo of Santa Barbara, 0067)
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A closer look reveals that one or more buildings on
commercial blocks experienced significant damage.
partially collapsed or lost portions of walls, and

completely collapsed.

most
Many
some

2.5v

close-up of Santa Barbara aerial
close-up of Santa Barbara aerial

(MITOO68)
(MITOO69)

a.
b.

Clearly shaking alone is not the villain. Some buildings
survive; some do not. Different types of buildings
perform differently in an earthquake. Each major type of
construction can. be roughly ranked for i ts abili t-y to
withstand ground shaking. For example, without looking at
the details of every wood frame house, one can generalize
that, as a class, these buildings perform very well in
earthquakes, especially recently constructed ones with
proper connections of the wood structure to the
foundation. At the opposite end of the hazard spectrum,
most earthquake experts would place the unreinforced
masonry building.

(MITdiagram of construction class/hazard continuum

"Unreinforced masonry" is a term which applies to several
common types of coQstruction. Masonry buildings have
bearing walls made of brick, hollow concrete block, hollow
clay tile, stone or adobe. .~

2.6
\.I

unreinforced brick wall, Coalinga (MITOO71)
unreinforced concrete block wall, Coalinga
hollow tile w~ll, Coalinga (MITOO73

a.
b.
c.

072)(M

A masonry wall which is "unreinforced" has no steel
reinforcing bars embedded within the cross section of the
wall. Brick is the most common type of unreinforced

masonry building ~-.

(MITOO74Coalingaunreinforced brick wall cross section,
close-up of cross section (MITOO75)

a.
b.

liable way to spot unreinforced
for header bricks. These are
II ends exposed to view. They
rather than parallel with the

A remarkably simple and re
brick walls is to look
bricks laid with their sma
extend through the wall
wall.

unreinforced brick wall (MITOO7Ediagram of

\..,t In a reinforced brick wall, the inside of the wa
filled wi-th steel reinforcing bars placed horizontal

1 is
yand



vertically. This cavity is filled with grout, or, in
effect, a layer of reinforced concrete sandwiched between
an inner and outer layer of brick. Bricks extending
through the wall, the headers, would get in the way of
this middle layer of bars and' grout, and so they are not
used in reinforced construction.

reinforced brick wall (MITOO77)diagram of

This building with reinforced brick walls went through the
1971 San Fernando earthquake without any damage, in spite
of experiencing ground motion as severe as has' been
observed in California. The same good performance was
observed with reinforced concrete block buildings.

2.10

reinforced brick building in San Fernando, 1971 MITOO78)

A recent study looked at the performance of over 2,000
unreinforced masonry buildings' in four California
earthquakes: 1906 San Francisco, 1933 Long Beach, 1971
San Fernando, and 1983 Coalinga. The study found that
five out of six of unreinforced masonry buildings lost
some of their brickwork and, of these, one out of four was
damaged to point of partial or complete collapse.

2.

79)MITOpie graph showing study results

Other types of buildings are also potentially hazardous.
Some buildings may have strong walls of reinforced brick,
concrete or conctete :block, but have weak connections
between their walrls and wooden roofs. This is common in

"tilt-up" constr,ul::tion.

2.12

1971
1971

roof collapse in "tilt-up" San Fernando,
wall collapse in "tilt-up" San Fernando,

MITOO80)
MITOO81)

a.
b.

This same type of construction can be very safe, when
joist anchors or steel ties connect the roof to the walls.

2.13

082joist anchor in new construction MIT

Concrete frame buildings use columns and beams rather than
walls to resist vertical and horizontal loads. If these
columns and beams have insufficient steel reinforcing,
earthquake engineers call them non-ductile, meaning
non-resilient or brittle. Ground shaking can cause these
"non-ductile" frames to fail. Most buildings with
non-ductile frames were constructed before the mid-1970's
in California, when building code provisions were changed.

2.14



a.
b.

Imperial County Building non-ductile columns
close-up view of failed column (MITOO84)

(MITOO83

2.15 Mobile homes without bracing beneath their chasses are
another type of construction with a notoriously poor
record in earthquakes. Mobile homes are about twice. as
likely to be damaged in an earthquake as a wood frame
house.

(MITOO85mobile home off supports

2.16 Even some wood frame houses do not fare well in
earthquakes. Damage often occurs in houses without anchor
bolts or without proper bracing of the walls or posts
around crawl spaces, or in hillside houses with spaces
beneath the lowest floor. However, even when wood frame
houses (and mobile homes) shift off their foundations,
they usually do not collapse. Pe~ple are generally safer
in any wood-frame house or a mobile home than in an
unreinforced masonry building, a tilt-up, or a building
with a non-ductile frame.

a.
b.

Coalinga wood frame house off foundati9n (MITOO86)
San Fernando house off foundation (MITOO87)

2.17
.4

.
Although damage can occur to any type of building in an
earthquake, the unreinforced masonry building is clearly
the most hazardous. There are about 60,000 unreinforced
buildings in California. In the Los Angeles area, most
unreinforced mas.ohry buildings were constructed before
1933. In the San) Francisco Bay area, unreinforced masonry
was used into the 1940's in many jurisdictions.

diagram of unreinforced masonry building (MITOO88

2.18 The most fragile part of an unreinforced masonry building
is the parapet. A parapet is a short wall that extends up
past the roof. In some cities, pa'rapets are required by
code to help prevent fire spread from one building to its
neighbors. They also serve to hide equipment or unsightly
features of the roof. Unless braced or reinforced, these
parapets can become lethal falling debris in only moderate
earthquakes. Parapets, along with chimneys, are the first
part of an unreinforced masonry building to fail.

a.
b.
c.
d.

diagram showing parapet (MITOO89)
1952 Kern County parapet damage (MITOO90)
1979 Coyote Lake parapet damage (MITOO91)
1983 Coa1inga parapet damage (MITOO92)
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2.19 The next weakest portion of a building is usually the
connection of masonry walls to the roof's perimeter.
Joist anchors can be installed to solve this problem,
oft,en for a cost of only about $l to $2 per square foot of
floor area--or for about the cost of installing a new
carpet. While some old masonry buildings may have joist
anchors, additional new ones may be needed since. the
connections may not be strong enough. It is relatively
common after earthquakes to find that an unreinforced
masonry building's roof and wall parted company. in spite
of the existence of some original joist anchors.

a.
b.
c.

close-up of building diagram showing joist anchor
diagram of retrofit joist anchor (MITOO94)
Coalinga joist anchor (MITOO~~5 )

MITOO93)

2.20 In some cases, the walls of a building need strengthening.
This may be accomplished by spraying a layer of reinforced
concrete over steel reinforcing bars. The California
State Capitol was strengthened for earthquake resistance
by removing surace finish materials, adding a layer of
reinforced concrete, and reinstalling the original finish
-materials. An alternative method is to ,add steel braces,
arranged vertically, horizontally, and diagonally, along
the unreinforced masonry walls.

a.
b.

steel braced unreinforced brick wall.'.
steel braced unreinforced brick wall

(MITOO96
(MITCO97

2.21 The roofs and flpors of buildings are called "diaphragms".
They act to resd.~t horizontal forces and to tie the walls
together. Most' ~nreinforced masonry buildings were built
with upper floors and roof sheathed with boards which are
often inadequate to resist earthquake shaking. They may
require an added layer of properly nailed plywood sheets
to stiffen and strengthen them sufficiently.

plywood over boards (MITOO98

2.22 An unreinforced masonry building may need overall
strengthening--bracing of parapets, adding connections
between walls and roof, strengthening walls, and
strengthening roof and floors. A 1980 study done in Los
Angeles found that the cost of overall strengthening
averaged $9 per square foot of building floor area. When
a building is structurally strengthened, the owner usually
decides to update its electrical, pJ.umbing, and
architectural features as well. The cost of these
remodelings generally equals or exceeds the cost of the
structural work.
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repairs to masonry buildings
repairs to masonry buildings

(MITOO99 )

(MITOlOO)

a.
b.

Several cities in California have established programs to
address the problem of older, potentially hazardous
buildings. Among them are Long Beach, Los Angeles, Santa
Rosa and, most recently, Palo Alto.

2.23

title: What Has Been Done? MITOlOl

In 1959, Long Beach, a city of over 300,000 people, .began
an inventory of its potentially hazardous buildings,
especially unreinforced masonry buildings. This type of
building had performed very poorly in the 1933 Long Beach
earthquake. Almost all of the loo or more fatalities in
this earthquake were caused by the collapse of
unreinforced masonry buildings. The inventory identified
about 1000 such buildings.

2.24

1933 street scene (MITOlO2)
1933 building damaged (MITOlO3)

a.
b.

2.25 With the inventory as a foundation, Long Beach evolved an
abatement program based on the concept of balanced risk.
Balanced risk takes into account the occupancy and
location of a building in addition too. its structural
earthquake resistance in establishing' priorities for
abatement actions. The Long Beach approach recognizes
that a hotel presents more risk to life than a warehouse
and, accordingly, gives higher priority to upgrading the
hotel. Building$ nex~ to busy sidewalks or other high
occupancy buildi~gs are also given higher priority than
buildings in more remote areas.

a.
b.

hotel (MITOlO4)
warehouse r("MITOlOS

So far the Long Beach program has resulted in the
demolition of 178 buildings and strengthening of 41. Of
the 1,000 hazardous unreinforced masonry buildings listed
in the inventory, about loo in the categoryof highest
hazard are unabated. Another 600 in less hazardous
categories are also unabated. The Building Department
plans to see that all remaining unreinforced buildings are
strengthened or demolished by 1991.

2.26

MITOlO6Long Beach figures
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2.27 Since 1981, the City of Los Angeles has been engaged in
the country's largest program to abate existing building
hazards. The city lists about 8,000 unreinforced masonry
buildings as requiring engineering analyses and, depending
upon the results of these analyses, strengthening or
demolition. The city estimates that completing the
upgrading or demolition of these building can reduce
fatalities in the earthquake from 8,500 to about 1,500--a
possible saving of 7,000 lives.

blow-up of portion of first sentence of ordinance "11

2.28 The Los Angeles program is notable for using recent
research results to judging the strength of existing
unreinforced masonry buildings. Engineers cannot use the
current building codes to calculate the strength of these
buildings because most of the materials used in
unreinforced masonry buildings are not even listed or do
not have well-quantified strength values. An innovative
test of a brick wall's strength was devised that requires
removing a single brick, cleaning out the vertical joint
on an adjacent brick, and then pushing sideways with a
hydraulic jack until the mortar cracks. The brick is then
reinstalled in the wall. The testing identifies inherent
earthquake resistance of the building which can be used in
calculating the level of strengthening needed.

.~

a.
b.

in-place brick shear test
in-place brick shear test

MITOlO8)
MITOlO9)

2.29 The Los Angeles !ordinance allows three years from the time
of notification for a property owner to abate a building.
If interim wor.k! providing a secure commection between
walls and the roof or upper floors is completed within a
year, the rest of the work may be extended over the next
three years. R~quired improvements can, therefore, be

I.
made over several years. Los Angeles also prov1des

low~cost financing for owners undertaking seismic
rehabilitation projects. The original plan called for all
8,000 buildings to be abated in 15 years, starting with
the highest hazard buildings. Following the 1985 Mexico
earthquake, this time frame was shortened to 10 years.
The program is presently about one-fifth completed.

before-rehab picture of URM building in LA
after-rehab picture of URM building in LA

a.
b.

(MITOl
MITOll

0

2.30 The City of Santa Rosa provides an excellent example of
combined planning and engineering approaches to mitigating
ground shaking hazards. The San Andreas fault lies 20
miles west of the city, and the Healdsburg-Rogers Creek
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fault system passes right through the
capable of generating major earthquakes.
underlain by deep alluvial soils, which
earthquake ground shaking.

city. Both are
Santa Rosa is

tend to amplify

map showing Santa Rosa and 'major earthquake faults MITOl12

2.31 On October I, 1969 the City of Santa Rosa was struck by
two earthquakes with magnitudes of 5.6 and 5.7 within a
two-hour period. The Mercalli Modified Intensity map .of
the earthquake shows a maximum intensity of VIII in
central Santa Rosa. More than $5 million in damage
occurred to public and private structures concentrated
within the downtown area as shown on this map of damaged
buildings. Damage was heaviest to unreinforced masonry
buildings built before 1958. Seventy-four buildings had
some damage, twenty-four of which were damaged beyond
repair.

a.
b.
c.

Mercalli intensity map (MrTOl13)
buildings in central Santa Rosa damaged in 1969
damaged masonry building in Santa Rosa (MITOl15

MITOl14

2.32 After the 1969 earthquake, the ci'ty of Santa Rosa
addressed the problem of hazardous old buildings through a
combination of downtown redevelopment and a systematic
program to abate existing structural ~azards throughout
the city. The cityexpanded an existing redevelopment
area in downtown to include the damaged commercial area
west of the original redevelopment area. Some properties
were acquired qnd cleared for a major regional shopping
center. Some ,Abuildlngs were demolished and others were
rehabili tated!. i

\

a.
b.

map showing Santa Rosa Urban Renewal Project area
view of redevelopment area (MITOl17)

(MITO 6)

2.33 With the assistance of a structural engineer, the city
established procedures and criteria for the inspection of
most buildings constructed before 1958 except public
schools and one- and two-family dwellings. A priority
system was set up for the inspection:

I. theaters, hotels, places
persons or more, hospitals,
public buildings.

of public assemblage of 100
clinics, and governmental

2. buildings adjacent
pedestrian traffic.

to sidewalks with large volume of
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3. buildings open to the general public such as stores,
markets, shops, clubs, restaurants, office buildings, and
public assemblage of fewer than 100 persons.

4. apartments of more than 10 units

5. apartments of 10 units or less

other buildings not
have low occupancy

6. shops, garages,
generallyopen to
loads.

warehouses and
the public that

7 any other buildings.

list of priorities for review (MITOl18

34 The inspection determined compliance with the 1955 Uniform
Building Code. This is used rather than the current code,
to lessen the cost for property owners and to encourage
rehabilitation over demolition. Buildings that fail to
comply with 1955 code provisions are reviewed by a
structural engineer. Plans must be prepared to bring the
building up to code. As of September 1985, 291 buildings
had been inspected. The following list shows the number
of buildings rehabilitated and demolished.

140 rehabilitated
15 partially rrehabilitated ,~
II currently being rehabilitated .
13 demolished

2 ordered to be demolished
20 do not require rehabilitation
90 waitingjfor the go-ahead to begin rehabilitation

I \
291 buildirngs inspected

list of buildings (MITO 9

2.35 The Santa Rosa experience clearly illustrates the gradual
upgrading or removal of hazardous buildings, stimulated by
a moderate earthquake and carried out as a part of ongoing
redevelopment of a deteriorating downtown area.

redevelopment area, Santa Rosa, 1978
rehabilitated building in Santa Rosa

a.
b.

(MITO120)
(MITO121)

2.36 In January 1986, the City of Palo Alto adopted a program
to reduce the hazards of existing buildings. The Palo
Alto ordinance applies to three categories of bui~ding
which encompass an unusually broad range of potentially
hazardous buildings. Essentially, the only buildings
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exempt from provisions of the ordinance are single-family
houses and other small buildings, and buildings built
after 1976 when Palo Alto adopted the 1973 edition of the
Uniform Building Code. The 1973 Uniform Building Code
incorporated new seismic standards derived from the
experience of buildings in the 1971 San Fernando
earthquake. Buildings falling in one the three categories
must be evaluated by engineers to determine any seismic
deficiencies.

the 3 categories of buildings requiring reports (MITO122

The Palo Alto ordinance, does not require the owner to
reduce hazards identified in an engineering report. The
reports, prepared by a civil or structural engineer, are
filed with the city and become a matter of public record.
It is assumed that owners will be motivated to strengthen
buildings to reduce potential liabilityand to protect
their investment in the property. A vigorous local
economy may also encourage voluntary rehabilitation or
demoli tion of hazardous buildings'.

2.37

(MITO123)
(MITO124)
(MITO125)

downtown Palo Alto
downtown Palo Alto
downtown Palo Alto

a.
b.
c.

2.38 Mitigating the hazard of ground shaki~g is mostly a
question of abating hazardous buildings. Appropriate
construction standards, consistently applied and enforced
effectively mitigates ground shaking hazards in new
buildin~. .Stren~~he~i~g or r~moval are the major options
for exlstlng b~lldln.gs whlch do not meet present
standards. ! ;

(MITOl 5 )title: What Can Be Done?

2.39 While Long Beach, Los Angeles, Santa Rosa and Palo Alto
hav'e different approaches to hazardous-building abatement,
successful programs seem have some actions in common: (I)
involve the public, (2) obtain technical advice, (3)
define "hazardous", (4) identify buildings, (5) establish
standards for rehabilitation, (6) assess impacts (7)
commit staff and funds.

(MITO127)list 0£ mitigating actions with lst highlighted

A large number of people must be involved from the outset
in developing a program to reduce building ha~ards. To
encourage involvement, it is often advisable to form a
committee representing the various interests.

2.40
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Representation should be
tenants, neighborhood
historic preservation
institutions.

sought from property owners,
groups, merchant associations,

advocates, and financial

list of interests involved in abatement MITO128

2.41 In addition, experts in building design and construction,
structural safety and building codes must be involved.
These experts may be city staff members, qualified citizen
volunteers or outside consultants. The engineering
involved in developing appropriate standards, evaluating
individual buildings and overseeing rehabilitation work is
specialized and demanding. Experts are needed throughout
the process as members of technical committees and as
staff and/or members of committees with broader
representation.

list of mitigating actions with 2nd highlighted MITO129

2.42 An important step in mitigating building hazards is to
define "potentially hazardous". Technical assistance is
needed for this task, although the acceptance of a
definition is a political decision. Often hazardous
buildings are defined as those constructed before adopted
of a specific edition of the the Uniform Building Code.
Single family homes and other small structure...are usually
excluded. Hazardous buildings may be defineQ in terms of
construction type like unreinforced masonry buildings or
mobile homes. Usually, the use and occupancy of a
building is considered in defining hazardous., .

.!
list of mitigating ~gtions with 3rd highlighted (MITO130)

2.43 Once hazardous buildings have been defined, they must be
located at least I~n terms of general areas of the
community. The assessor's files and building department
records' are the best sources of information for
identifying hazardous buildings. By noting year of
construction, type of construction and use, potentially
hazardous buildings can be identified. It is usually
necessary to conduct an on-site examination and possibly
an engineering analysis of individual buildings to
determine their status. Buildings are sometimes
constructed to exceed code standards in force at the time
of construction and many have been significantly altered
over the years.

list of mitigating actions with 4th highlighted (MITO



\.,..,
Establishing the standards which are to apply to
strengthening of old buildings is a critical task
requiring good technical input and political courage. All
the hazardous building abatement programs in California,
permit retrofit of buildings for earthquake resistance to
standards less than those' applied to new construction.
Since 1979, the state has granted local governments
statutory immunity from any liability associated with
adopting two different sets of building code earthquake
standards--one for new construction and one for
rehabilitation of older buildings. One approach is ,to
select the seismic standards of a superseded" code as a
compromise between the standards under which a .building
was originally constructed and the standards applied to
new construction. It is possible to develop code
provisions specifically applying to retrofit projects in a
jurisdiction.

list of mitigating actions with Sth highlighted (MITO132

\ t

Programs to mitigate building hazards have diverse and
complex economic and social impacts. These need to be
evaluated as fully as possible and worked through in the
process of developing and adopting a workable program.
Structural rehabilitation costs typically range from a few
dollars to $15 dollars per square foot of building area.
This expense needs to be weighed against the fact that
strengthening buildings is likely to save more lives ip
the event of an earthquake than any dther risk reduction
measure. The impacts of hazardous building abatement
programs may fall disporportionately on lower income
neighborhoods, and on low income, elderly, or minority
residential and conimercial tenants. Historic buildings
and buildings' culturally or architecturally significant to
the community' inay be impacted. Balance must be sought
between risks and costs, between public safety and
individual property rights.

list of m'itigating actions with 6th highlighted
drawing of scale (MITO134)

a.
b.

(MITO

The last action listed is to commit staff and funds to the
program. This cannot be overemphasized. To mitigate
building hazards requires effort which must be sustained
over at least a decade. The commitment throughout local
government administration must be firm to keep the program
moving as a fully integrated part of normal operations.
In the examples outlined, continuity of key staff people
was a very important factor in the success of the
programs. Budgets must include funds for qualified staff
to work cooperatively with property owners and their
engineers in developing plans for strengthening.

~
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list of mitigating actions with 7th highlighted MITO135

47 A trend in liability law the past few years has been to
hold people much more responsible for what used to be
called acts of God. The currently accepted principle is
that God does not construct hazardous buildings and, thus,
does not cause their collapse. As was stated earlier,
earthquakes don't kill people, buildings do. Building
performance in an earthquake ~s foreseeable and building
hazards are preventable.



MITIGATING LANDSLIDE HAZARDS

title MITO 36

which is often3.0 Landsliding is a form of ground f
caused by earthquake ground shaking

ai Ire

What Is the Problem?title: 37(MIT

Preventing damage from earthquake-induced landslides is
not fundamentally different than dealing with non-seismic
landslide hazards. The phenomenon is the sa~e and the
damaging consequences occur regardless of the underlying
cause.

3.1

photo of damaging landslide--Bluebird Canyon (MIT

3.2 Most landslides occur on hillsides. In fact, assuming
similar geologic structure, the chances for failure
increase with steepness of slope. About 65% of the
nine-county San Francisco Bay area has slopes in excess of
15%; 11% is open water and marshlands; 24% is flatland
with slopes less than 15%.

MITlO39aerial of Bay Area with hills in dark green

3.3 Landsliding is pervasive, life-threatening and costly.
Most of the United States experiences lindslides. And, as
shown in this slide, California is particularly
vulnerable. The dark red and orange show areas of the
state with the greatest number of landslides.

r .
a. map of land~lide .incidence in the United States (~(ITO
b. map of rel~tive landslide amounts, California (MITO14

140

1 )

Landsliding can be triggered by many events, natural and

manmade: tectonic movement, earthquake shaking, heavy
rains and snow melt, frost, dry spells, changes in ground
water levels, construction operations, and blasting. Man
contributes primarily by altering drainage, overloading or
undercutting slopes and removal of vegetation. Regardless
of the "trigger", the results can be devastating.

3.4

landslide "triggers" (MITO142
landslide damage (MITO143)

a.
b.
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3.5 Earthquake-induced landsliding is a potential in areas
which are unstable under non-seismic conditions. Hundreds
of failures may be triggered by an earthquake, greatly
contributing to the damage and disruption caused by the
disaster.

a.
b.

97 L (MITOl44

(MITlO45)

landslide scarps in San Gabriel Mountains, 1
landslide across highway, San Fernando, 1971

Landslides vary in the type and speed of movem~nt and the
kinds of materials moving (rock, earth and debris). There
are four basic types of landslides: debris slides (top
left), earth flows (top right), slumps (bottom left), and
rockfalls (bottom right).

3.6

a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

diagram of types of landslides (MIT0146)
Love Creek, 1982 (debris slide) (MIT0147)
Columbia River (earth flow) (MIT0148)
Woodside Road and Interstate 280 (slump)
Cliff in Watsonville (rockfall) (MIT0150)

(MITO149

All types of landslides are life-threatening and capable
of destroying structures and fa~iliti~s in their paths.

3.7

Turnagain slide in Anchorage, Alaska

Bluebird Canyon landslide (MITO152)
..

(MITO151a.
b.

3.8 All hillsides are not unstable. Even within areas mapped
as potentially unstable, there are safe building sites.
Byobtaining and using geologic information prior to
development, li,t is 'possible to prevent landslide damage
almost entire:l~ .

house in Portola Valley Ranch (MITO153

3.9 Many communities in the Bay Area have established
procedures to mitigate the hazards 0£ landsliding. A
community which has addressed non-seismic landsliding in
its plans, regulations and project review procedures has
taken the actions needed to mitigate earthquake-induced
landslides.

title: (MITO154What Has Been Done?

3.10 Regional mapping has been completed for all
nine-county San Francisco Bay Area as part of
Geological Survey San Francisco Bay Region Study.
map shows relative landslide abundance.

of the
the us

ThIs
Future
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landsliding is most
has occurred.

ikely to occur where past landsliding

map of relative landslide abundance MITO155)

3.11 Landslide susceptibility maps show areas with similar
likelihood to experiencing slope failures. Slope, the
presence of landslide deposits, geologic structure and
materials, and rainfall characteristics are considered in
evaluating the areas for susceptibility. Maps are
available for most of the region at a scale of 1 inch =
about 1 mile. Computer-generated versions of the- mapping
are also available from the US Geological Survey.

a.
b.

portion of a landslide susceptibility map
the same map produced by computer (MITO157

(MITO156

3.12 Landsliding hazards were brought dramatically to the
attention of city officials 'in San Jose when ground
failures began to occur in the San Jose Highlands
subdivision in the late 196015. The highlands was
subdivided without regard for available mapping which
showed several landslide deposits on the property.

overview of Highlands area,
overview of Highlands area

a.
b.

1977 (MITO158

(MITO159)
..

3.1 Failures occurred in many places within the subdivision
damaging both public and private property. This map shows
the boundries ff the project and the location of the major
ground failurleJ~. The sliding damaged houses, roads and
utilities in the subdivision. Pamaged houses are shown in
red and road 'sections in blue .

a.
b.
c.

map of Highlands landslides (MITO160)
map of damaged houses and roads (MITO16
damaged road (MITO162)

3.14 Much of the damage was to public facilities. Between 1968
and 1971, the City of San Jose spent $760,000 for remedial
actions. The County Assessors Office noted a loss of
$484,520 to private property in 1969-70.

damaged road (MITO163)
damaged road (MITO164)
interior of damaged house

a.
b.
c. MITO165)

3 . As a result of this experience, San Jose began a series of
actions to prevent such events in the future. The city's
awareness of the problem came at the same time the state
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adopted the requirements for local seismic safety
elements. Thus, the first action was to hire a
geotechnical firm to prepare a background report for the
seismic safety element of the general plan. The report
defined six zones of landslide susceptibility as shown.

landslide susceptibility zones (MITO166

3.16 geotechnical
prior "to

The report recommended the kinds of
investigations that should be required
development in each of the zones:

A. Landslide Susceptibility Zones 1 and 2. engineering
geologic reconnaissance of the site and environs, soil
engineering investigation sufficient to develop the
required design criteria.

B. Landslide Susceptibility Zones 3 and 4. detailed
aerial photo analyses and field mapping which extend well
beyond the boundaries of the proposed site. Subsurface
exploration, including trenching, large-diamater drill
holes for downhole inspection, slope indicator
installations and geophysical techniques should be
employed to evaluate areas of questionable stability.
Soil engineering investigations should include numerous
borings, sampling, testing and design analyses. -

c. Landslide Susceptibility Zone 5. .~proposed scope of
services should be reviewed by the' City's engineering
geologist and engineering staff before design
investigations are begun.

D. Landslid~ Susceptibility Zone 6. Development is
probably not ~f~asible in Zone 6. Detailed investigative
procedures for repairable or apparently suitable sites
within the zone should be required. All techniques
required above in addition to monitoring of slope
indicators fo~J;;: several years prior to development should
be required.

list of 4 investigation levels (MITO167)

.17 A major recommendation of the report was that the city
establish a position of geologist and soils engineer.
This is one of the most important mitigation measures a
community can take. A geologist working for a public
agency, establishes geologic report requirements,
recommends and oversees data collection and
interpretation, reviews geologic reports, provides
information to public bodies.

list of functions of public agency geologist (MITO168
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3. 8 In 1975, San Jose adopted a general plan incorporating all
the elements, including seismic safety, required by
California law. The plan contains a Natural Hazards Map
which shows areas of high landslide susceptibility. The
plan diagram designates most of these areas as "non-urban
hillsides". The related policy is that "developme.nt in
areas of high to very high landslide susceptibility shall
be restricted".

a.
b.

Natural Hazards map, San Jose General Plan'
general plan diagram, San Jose General Plan

(MITO169)
(MITO170)

9 According to the plan, near future development is to be
contained within a designated "urban service area". Much
of the area highly susceptible to landslides is outside of
the urban service area. This means that San Jose does not
intend to extend services for development in the near
future.

a.
b.

urban service area boundaries
scene of San Jose from hills

(MITO171
(MITO172)

3.20 Today the procedures are in place arid the information
available to avoid development problems like those that
occurred at San Jose Highlands. The -problems do not go
away quickly. These are scenes taken'this spring at the
subdivision--more than 15 years after the onset of land
failure problems. As you can see, the problems, and the
public and private e~penses, continue.

.{
I

a. "Slide Are." sign at Boulder and Suncrest, 1986 (MITO
b. cracks inf road, Boulder Drive, 1986 (MITO174)
c. crack in garage of house, Boulder Drive, 1986 (MITO175

(left of crack heading for New Zealand & Australia)
d. house conpemned in 1983 being salvaged, 1986 (~1ITO176

The actions taken by San Jose to obtain geotechnical
information, retain a geotechnical staff, consider
landslide hazards in preparing a general plan do not seem
dramatic now. The changes are nowa part of normal
procedures and are little noted. As elsewhere, many
factors come into play in decisions about developing the
hillsides. It helps that mitigating hazards is often
consistent with other objectives such as preserving
habitats and resources, reducing the cost of city
services, and providing recreational open space.

a.
b.

scene of San Jose hillside
scene of San Jose hillside

(MITO177
(MITO178



3.22 With identification of potential ~roblems prior to
development of slide-prone land, mitlgation is usually
quite simple. Avoidance and stabilization efforts are the
primaryapproaches. Often development can be accommodated
safely on stable parts of, a site that contain unstable
hillsides. Careful location of roads, lifelines, and
other important facilities can also avert problems. In
all cases, the first requirement is for information
delineating potentially hazardous areas.

a.
b.

title: What Can Be Done?
scene of hillsides in use

(MITO179
(MITO180

3.23 The first step in reducing landslide damage is to identify
the hazardous areas. The kind of mapping available, its
scale, detail and accuracyare important in selecting
approaches to mitigation. Examples include: Map of
Relative Abundance of Landslides, San Francisco Bay Area
which shows six categories at a scale of 1:500,000;
Regional Slope Stability showing six stability categories
at a scale of 1:125,000; Landslide susceptibility of San
Mateo County showing 7 categories of stability at a scale
of 1 inch = 1 mile; Movement Potentialof Undisturbed
Ground in Portola Valley, showing 10 categories of
stability at a scale of 1 inch = 400 feet.

l.i
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

options in mitigating landslide hazards (MITO181)
relative abundance of landslides (1~500,OOO) (MITO182)
regional slope stability map (1:125,000) (MITO183)
landslide susceptibility, San Mateo County (MITO184)
movement potential of undisturbed ground (MITO185)

3.24 In 1985, USGS )published a map of San Mateo Countyat a
scale of 1 inch = 1 mile showing slope stability during
earthquakes. This is a "first of a kind" attempt to
specifically map slopes prone to failure in an earthquake.

s,lope stability in earthquakes, San Mateo County MI1'O186

If only general information delineating landslide hazards
is available, the key mitigation measure is geologic
report requirements. The report requirements need to be
tailored to the information available and the probable
degree of risk. The San Jose approach relating
investigation requirements to susceptibility zone is a
good example.

3.25

options in mitigating landslide hazards
geotechnical investigation requirements

(~ITO187)
(MITO188)

a.
b.
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3.26 If any development at all is to be permitted in areas
known to be generally unstable, subsurface investigations
are usually needed to determine stability prior to
development.

v

a.
b.

bore hole (MITO189)
Bill Cotton in bore hole (MITO190

3.27 With more detailed mapping, say l" = 1 mile or larger
scale, mitigation may take the form of direct. regulation
of land use depending on stability category. As a
starting point, particularly vulnerable uses -may be
restricted in lands classified as most unstable. Detailed
geotechnical investigation prior to design of subdivisions
often reveals safe building sites within areas mapped as
unstable. Development can be clustered to avoid unstable
areas.

a.
b.

options in mitigating landslide hazards (MITO191)
cluster development at Portola Valley Ranch (MITO192)

3.28 Grading controls have been very effective in reducing
landslide damage under non-seismic cqndit.ions. The City
of Los Angleles adopted a grading ordinance in 1952. At
that time landslide losses averaged $330 per building
site. From 1952 to 1968, the average cost dropped to $100
per si-te. In 1963 , the ci ty adogt~d more stringent
regulations and strictly enforced them. Since then,
average costs of landslide damage per site have averaged
$7.00.

a.
b.

options ~'rnitigating landslide hazards (MITO193), \

table--Lo,s!Angeles experience with grading control MITO194

3.29 If a site has been determined to be unstable, the choices
are usually !to avoid development or to stabilize the
s,lope. Stabilization is usually technically feasible, but
may be very expensive. Strong reasons to build on the
site need to be present to justify stabilization projects,
which are usually used to protect existing structures.
These views show the Bluebird Canyon landslide in Laguna
Beach. The slide occurred in a hillside subdivision and
destroyed 24 houses and several roads. A massive project
was undertaken to stabilize the landslide area after the
failure to allow for rebuilding. The slide area was
cleared and graded and buttresses were constructed at the
top and bottom of the the siide area. The pre-slide
subdivision pattern was maintained and houses are now back
on the hillside.

options in mitigating landslide hazardsa. (M 0195)
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.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.
g.
h.

overview of Bluebird Canyon (MITOl96)
damaged house at Bluebird Canyon (MITOl97)
slide toe at road, Bluebird Canyon (MITOl98)
debris removal, Bluebird Canyon (MITOl99)
grading of slide area, ,Bluebird Canyon (MITO200)
construction of buttress, Bluebird Canyon (MITO20l
new houses on hillside (MITO202)

3.30 Stabilization and continuing repair of
often a routine part of construction
lifelines, particularly highways.

failed slopes
and maintenance

is
of

(MITO203)a.
b.

repair of slide at Woodside Road and Interstate 280
ongoing maintenance, same interchange (MIT0204)

3.31 Unstable areas are often areas of great scenic beauty
suitable for a variety of open space and park uses.
Consideration of stability problems along with the other
natural characteristics of the. land will often result in
decisions which maintain or increase seismic safety while
at the same time protecting areas of great natural beauty
for us all to enjoy.

(MITO20Sscenic hillsides in open space

,

,~;

J

)

.
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title (MITO206

\.lJ
Earthquake ground shaking can cause liquefaction of the
ground which can in turn cause failure of the ground
surface. Although liquefa~tion failures are not common,
they can be very damaging.

title: (MITO207What Is the Problem?

4.1 Liquefaction is a process by which saturateQ, clay-free
sands or silts behave like a liquid as a result being
shaken. Most flatland ground failures that occur in an
earthquake are caused by liquefaction. Liquefaction may
take several forms including sand boils as shown here
after the Imperial Valley earthquake.

sand boils in Imperial Valley
(MITO208 )

4.2 Liquefaction is most likely to.occur in silt or sand which
is unconsolidated (loosely packed), between layers of
clay, saturated with water, close to the surface (within
about 50 feet), and unconfined (that is, able to flow).
When the ground shakes, water fills the spaces between the
grai~s and they can flow like a liquid if there is room to
flow. Failure then occurs at the surface. Liquefaction
alone does not cause much of a problem. The liquefied
material must be able to flow in orde~.to cause failure at
the surface.

\JJ

conditions for ground failure caused by liquefaction MIT 209

includeTypical types of failures caused by liquefaction!
flows, lateral spreads and loss of bearing strength

list of types of liquefaction failures (MITO210

Flow failures occur on moderate to steep slope-s which are
underlain by layers of liquefiable materials. Such
failures occurred on San Bruno Mountain and near Half Moon
Bay in 1906. This scene is of the Turnagain Heights slide
in Anchorage in 1964. It is an example of both a flow and
lateral spread.

diagram of flow failure
aerial of Turnagain slide

(MITO211)
(MITO212

a.
b.

"
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4.5 Lateral spreads are failures on gentle slopes underlain by
liquefiable materials. Many lateral spreads occurrea
during the 1906 San Francisco earthquake, mostly near the
margins of the Bay. This lateral spread split apart a
brick pavement in San Francisco.

a.
b.

diagram of lateral spread (MIT0213
brick pavement, San Francisco 1906 (MITO2 '! }

4.6 Loss of bearing strength occurs most often in areas with
high ground water table and deep, loose sediments. The
most famous instance of damage caused by such a. failure
occurred in the Niigata, Japan earthquake in 1964.

diagram of loss of bearing strength
apartment building, Niigata, Japan,

a.
b.

(MITO215)
1964 (MITO216

4.7 Areas prone to liquefaction may also amplify ground motion
because of the presence of unconsolidated materials with
high water content. The margins are San Francisco Bay are
especially vulnerable to liquefaction and amplified ground
motion.

baylands from Mt. Tamalpais MITO217)

4.8 Liquefaction potential was addressed by~Santa Clara County
as a part of its program to plan for fuse of the Baylands
within its jurisdiction. This project is a good example
of actions that have been taken that reduce the potential
for damage fro~ liq~efaction failures in the future.

a.
b.

I
title: What Has Been Done? (MITO21

I

scene of 'santa Clara County Baylands (MIT 21

4.9 In 1970 Santa Clara County undertook studies to develop a
plan for a planning area consisting primarily of wetlands
along the margin of San Francisco Bay, as shown here.
Knowing that the margins of the bay presented hazards as
well as opportunities for development, the county started
by commissioning a geotechnical study of the area.

map of Santa Clara County baylands MITO220)

4.10 The geotechnical report, prepared by engineering
geologists and structural engineers, was submitted in
1970. The report divided the study area into 4 risk zones
on the basis of potential for seismic and non-seismic
settlement and ground failure.



list of risk zones (MITO22

4.11 A map of the risk zones, based on some subsurface
investigation, was prepareQ specifically for planning land
uses in the area.

map of risk zones, Santa Clara County Baylands (MITO222

4.12 Four major categories of land and building use-s are rated
for acceptability in each of the risk zones. The zones of
highest risk (Dsl, Dls, Dd) are rated as appropriate only
for open space uses, including "agriculture, marinas,
public and private open spaces, marshlands and saltponds,
and small appurtenant buildings."

table relating uses to risk zones (MITO22

4.13 The Santa Clara County Baylands Plan, adopted in 1972, is
based on the geotechnical report. The uses recommended
for each zone are included in the plan with the added
requirement that test borings and sample testing atde~th
be undertaken pr-ior to development tq ensure that a slte
does not really belong in a higher risk category.

cover of Baylands Plan (MITQ224)

4.14 The county relies primarily on requirements for soils and
geologic reports to implement the plan. Geologic reports
are normally required with applications for development of
any site witQih risk zones C and D and may be required
with applicatipns for developme~t of sites within A and B.
Santa Clara County also hired an engineering geologist to
review geologic reports and establish and administer
procedures related to geotechnical review of projects.

geologists at work (MITO

4.15 The plan and implementing system has been in place for
more than 10 years now. Very little new development has
occurred during that time. Part of the area has become a
part of the San Francisco Bay National Wildlife Refuge.
Mountain View has developed its Shoreline Park on the
former landfill site. Current uses include the wildlife
refuge, flood control, and recreation. Such uses of these
liquefaction prone areas seem consistent with the level of
r.isk .

a.
b.

wildlife refuge (MITO226)
flood control channel (MITO22
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joggers on dikec. (MITO228

4.16 The approach used by Santa Clara County has all the
elements of an effective program to mitigate liquefaction
failures: identify areas with liquefaction potential,
obtain subsurface site-specific information prior to
approving development, and define alternative measures
including plans, regulations and procedures.

title:a. What Can Be Done? (MITO229)

4.17 The first step in mitigating hazards of ground failure
caus~ liquefaction is to identify the areas where the
potential exists. In the San Francisco Bay Area, the USGS
map of liquefaction potential is the best starting point.

a.
b.

list of actions to mitigate liquefaction failure (MITO230
USGS map with liquefaction prone areas in red (MITO231)

4.18 The areas mapped as having high or moderate liquefaction
potential are those underlain by Bay mud or young
alluvium. No regional map showing the possible
liquefiable layers within these geologic u.nits is
available. Subsurface site investigation is necessary to
determine the hazard at any site within the broadly
defined areas of potential hazard. .~

San Mateo County baylands
overview of Foster City

a.
b.

(MITO232
(MITO233)

4.19 The second s.t~p in mitigating ground failure hazards
caused by li'quefaction is to establish procedures to
obtain additional information prior to approving
construction in areas identified as having liquefaction
potential. "To be effective, qualified geotechnical
professionals'must be available to the public agency to
e'valuated the information submi tted in support of
development applications.

a.
b.

list of actions to mitigate liquefaction failure
Bill Cotton in bore hole (MITO235)

(MITO234)

4.20 The third step is to define alternatives to mitigate any
site hazards revealed by the investigations. Alternative
approaches include planning for low intensity uses,
modifying the site, and designing foundations and
lifelines to withstand possible ground failures.

a. list of actions to mitigate liquefaction failure (MITO237
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b. list of approaches (MITO237
~

4.21 Planning for low intensity use entails accepting the fact
of the hazard and limiting the use of the site to minimize
exposure to damage. It' requires information on the
natural characteristics of the site, evaluation of the
risk, and definition of uses for the site that are
consistent with the level of risk according to policies of
the jurisdiction. This is the approach used by Santa
Clara County. The regional plan done b-y the Bay
Conservation and Development Commission is another good
example of a planning approach to make productive,and safe
use of potentially hazardous areas.

BCDC plan map (MITO238

4.22 Modifying the site requires geotechnical engineering. A
liquefaction-prone site can be prepared for development
with engineered fills and/or Qarriers to prevent flow of
liquefied material. Developments like Foster City and
Redwood Shores are built on filled land which has been
engineered to avert or reduce potential problems of
liquefaction.

aerial of Redwood Shores MITO239
-

4.23 Designing foundations and lifelines td withstand potential
ground failure is sometimes possible. The designs must be
based on thorough understanding of the geotechnical

characteristic~ of the site. Building foundations in
Redwood City iafld Foster City have been engineered for the
site condition~. The Golden Gate Bridge is an example of
a lifeline which could be disrupted by liquefaction
failure at the approaches.

a.
b.

aerial of Redwood Shores, .

view of Golden Gate Bridge
Foster City

(MITO241)
MITO240)

4.24 Many jurisdictions are now involved in planning for this
sensitive Bay margins: cities and counties, San Francisco
Bay Conservation and Development Commission, San Francisco
Bay National Wildlife Refuge, US Army Corps of Engineers
and Regional Water Quality Control Board. Each has some
authority over proposals to develop or alter these lands.

list of agencies with jurisdiction over the Baylands (MITO242)

~ 4.25
multiple

Hazards

reflects the
the Baylands.

The multiplicity of agencies
objectives at play in planning for
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are only one of many factors to be considered. The bay
margins are needed for shipping, fishing, and dumping,
among other uses. The bay margins are also needed to
protect the water quality of the bay and sloughs, control
flooding, provide wildlife habitats, and provide space for
salt evaporation ponds. Many uses are consistent with the
risk. Good information and careful planning is needed to
balance the risks of ground failure from liquefaction withother important land use objectives. .

a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

Marsh Road landfill (MITO,243
scene of slough (MITO244)
salt evaporators (MITO245)
mustard at Crittenden marsh
baylands at sunset (MITO247)

(MITO246)

...1:8
,.,


